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tents but the bottles themselves, although the property in the
bottles does not pass, are goods " supplied under a contract "
within the meaning of Section 14(1), and there is an implied
warranty that they are fit for the purpose for \vhich they are
required.
As another illustration of the wide meaning attached to
" goods", consideration should be given to aircraft for which
products liabilities arise. Heavy claims can be made if accidents
occur by reason of a fault in either the design or the manufac-
ture of an aircraft. There may be claims from passengers and
other members of the public as well as heavy consequential loss
claims.
OVERSEAS MARKETS
Goods manufactured and sold in the United Kingdom are
sent to all parts of the world. Sometimes goods sold to an over-
seas customer are resold on their outward journey. Goods on
their way to South Africa may be sold en route for delivery in
South America, and this may affect the products liability.
Raw materials may be sold to manufacturers overseas or goods
may be made in the United Kingdom under licence according
to agreed plans and specifications. Here again, difficult prob-
lems as to the extent of products liability may arise.
UNDERWRITING PRINCIPLES
One of the effects of the exceptions found in the normal third
party (general) policy is to exclude all products liabilities. It is
now customary, however, to enquire on proposal forms whether
certain extensions are required, such as liability for accidents
arising from goods sold (see p. 84).
Many insurers limit the indemnity provided to liability for
accidents arising from defects in goods. If this is not made dear,
then the insurers would be in danger of having to deal with
claims arising, for example, from the effects of products supplied
not being up to standard.
There is a great future for products liability indemnities
in view of the increasing awareness on the part of the public of
their legal rights. Death, bodily injury or illness can be caused
by a wide range of products, for example, food, drink, dyes and
chemicals generally, mechanical equipment, beauty preparations
and clothing. Indeed, mere contact with some products can
cause injury, so that arsenic in wallpaper can have unfortunate
effects and irritants in clothing may result in dermatitis, while
foreign bodies, such as broken glass in mincemeat, drawing pins

